Abstract. Let Q be a measure space, and E,
Introduction
Closedness-type theorems play important roles in many problems of the theories of differential / integral inclusions and optimal control. The first results of this kind were obtained in the work of C. Olech, A. Lasota, L. Cesari, C. Castaing, C. Castaing and M. Valadier, and others in 1960's decade (see references e.g. in [7, 9] ).
The present note devotes the sequential strong-weak closedness problem for the Nemytskij multivalued superposition operator Nf generated by a multifunction / : f2 x E -> 2 F (fi is a measure space, and E, F are separable Banach spaces) and which acts into a Banach space Y of measurable F-valued functions. In the finite-dimensional case dim F < +oo the general sequential strong-weak closedness result for Nf, at least in the case of the L p -type space Y, can be immediately deduced from the above mentioned work. In the infinite-dimensional case dim F = +oo, various results on the sequential strong-weak closedness for Nf acting into the L p -type space Y (1 < p < oo) were obtained via different proofs by C. Castaing, C. Castaing and M. Valadier, H. Attouch and A.Damlamian, J. P. Daures, N. S. Papageorgiou, and many others (see all different historical comments and numerous references in [1, 2, 4-7, 9-11, 14] ).
In this note we present a general sequential strong-weak closedness theorem (see Theorem 2.1 in Section 2) which incorporates many of known results of this kind for Nf acting into the L p -type space Y and which immediately extends these results to the case of the non-L p -type space Y (such as Orlicz space, Banach lattice, Kothe-Bochner space [12] , or Banach module [13] ). Theorem 2.1/(2) together with its proof is crucially based on a new relation (see Lemma 2.1) between the Q-upper limit and the M-upper limit of a sequence of subsets of F in the case dim F -+oo. Note that Theorem 2.1/(2) allows immediately to refine recent existence theorems [2, 3] for nonlinear inclusions with nonpolynomial / exponential nonlinearities by droping such the additional assumption of [2, 3] that Nf maps an order bounded set into an order bounded set of Y.
The collection of all proofs of the results of Section 2 will be given in Section 3.
Some terminology and notations
First, we shall give some terminology and notations in set-valued analysis following, e.g., [7, 9, 11] . Given a multifunction T : X -> 2 y and M C X, define GrT = {(x,y) € X x Y : ye T(x)}, domT = {x 6 X : r(z) ^ 0}, and
Let F be a, metric vector space. Denote by cl(M) (resp., co(M) and co(M) = clco(M)) the closure (resp., the convex hull, the closed convex hull) of a set M in F. We denote [2] by P(F) (resp., C1(F), Bd(F), Cv(F), etc.) the family of all nonempty (resp., and closed, and bounded, and convex, etc.) subsets of F. We denote by C\(F W ) (resp., Cp(Fu,), CvCy(F w ), etc.) the family of all nonempty w-weakly closed (resp., w-weakly compact, convex and ui-weakly compact, etc.) subsets in F w endowed with the w-weak topology a(F, F*). Denote by 13(F) the algebra of all Borel subsets of F. We recall the Cesari's Q-upper 
strong-weakly closed, if the graph Gr / is sequentially closed in E x Fw. It is known that (see references, e.g., in [11, 14] 
Then, if N(x,X) Sel/(•,£(•), A) C Y for every (x,X) of some domain G C S(n,E) x A, the operator N : G -» CvCl(Y, a{Y, Y*)) is sequentially strong-weakly closed. In particular, if X being another metric space is continuously embedded into 5(ft, E) and N(x, A) C Y for every (x, A) of X x A, then N : X x A -> CvCl(Y", a(Y, Y*)) is sequentially strong-weakly closed.
Note that the proof of Theorem 2.1/(2) relies on Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2. (2) is the case when Y is some Lp-type space and the generating function / satisfies the condition: f(-,u, A) is a Sel-measurable on ft multifunction for each (u, A) G E x A, for a.a. s € ft f(s,
•) on E x A is to-weakly pre-compact in F w [in particular, bounded in F with F being reflexive] on each convergent sequence and it is strong-weak upper semicontinuous from Ex A into F w (see different well-known forms of this case together with their proofs (different from our proof), and various references in [5, 7, 9, 11] ; cf. also with [1, 4, 6] ). The related closedness problems were treated, e.g., in [1, 4, 6, 7] . (2) co w-Tim A n = cl(Q-lim A n } ± 0.
Remark that Ch. Hess [10] (see also in [4] 
Then f is sup-Sel-measurable on S(Cl,E).

Proofs of the results of Section 2
We recall the support function for a set A: a(u*,A) = sup{(u*,u) :
Proof of Lemma 2.1. First we remark that Qlim Ann-»oo co{Q-lim An}, since all An are convex. Putting A = w-lim An, B = n-»oo n-»oo Q-lim An, we must show coA = clB. Since {An : n 6 N} is w-weakly n-»oo pre-compact, via the Krein-Smulian Theorem [8] , B C co{An : n 6 N} 6 CvCp(Fw), so clB € CvCp(Fiu;). On other hand, by the classical BanachSaks-Mazur Theorem [8: Theorem II.5.2], A C B, and so we get
We claim that 
Efc=i "n(fc) = 1, <2n(fc) > 0. We get (x*,Vn) = Ek=l a n(k)(x*,X n(k) ) <sup (x*,xj) Ef=l °n(fc) =SUp (x*,Xj), j>n hence (x*,y) = lim (x*,y n ) < lim sup (x*,xj) = lim (x*,x n ) < lim n-*oo n->ooj> n n->00 n->oo (x*,A n ). So we get (5) .
The inequality (6) is easily checked since {A n : n E N} is lu-weakly precompact. Prom the inequalities (4), (5), (6) we get a(x*,coA) = <7(2;*, cLB) E M (x* E F*), and then by (3) and Hormander's Theorem [7] we deduce coA = clB (i.e. (2) n->00 The equivalent relations inside of Proposition follow from f(s, u) E CvCp (F w ) c CvBdCl(F)(modO) and Lemma 2.1 since we get then the equivalence of four following inclusions (a sequence u n -> u in E):
n-»00 f{s,u), and co(u/-lim f(s,u n ))cf (s,u) . m n->00 Proof of Theorem 2.1. First we suppose the condition 1 of Theorem. Then N{x, A) = Sel/(-,x(-), A) e Cv(y) for every (x,A) € G. Now, fix (x n ,A n ), (x, A) E G and y n E N(x n ,X n )
such that x n -> x in S(Cl,E), X n -> A in A, y n -» y in (F, cr(Y, V* that proves y 6 iV(x, A), and so the sequential strong-weak closedness of N follows. Second, via Proposition 2.1 and via Lemma 2.1 (together with the analogous argument such as in the end of Proof of Proposition 2.1), from the condition 2 of Theorem the condition 1 of Theorem follows as well as we get all equivalent implications inside the condition 2 of Theorem.
•
